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Chapter 1271 

“I think it’s good.” 

Sean nodded gently, and May agreed. 

At the same time, Sean was impressed that Andrew was smart. 

Some people would not fire until they saw their target. 

They would not be willing to invest too much if they could not see what they could gain. 

However, Andrew had done so much before Sean helped him. Sean did not even know his father’s illnes

s either. 

The more he did that, the more Sean could not say no. 

After all, you had to return the favor after gaining something from someone. 

He would probably have to visit the Parker family, even if he was busy. 

“Mr. Parker, I’m meeting a friend here today. 

“If you are free this afternoon, I can take a look at the Old Master.” 

Sean slowly turned his head and said. 

“Okay! No problem. I’m always free. I’ll wait for your call, Mr. Lennon. 

“I’ll leave you alone now.” 

Andrew smiled and said goodbye to Sean. 

He never said anything about wanting Sean’s help throughout the ordeal. 

He was only sincere about wanting to get along with Sean. 

Sean did not let Andrew’s efforts end up in vain. 

He figured out that Sean was smart too. 

Smart people liked being around smart people. 

Therefore, some things needed no explanation, and they understood each other. 
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“And you must do whatever he says. 

“Even if he asked you to work for the government, you have to go!” 

Ray looked at the crowd, his tone serious. 

“Nonsense!” 

“It’s not up to you!” 

“No matter who comes, whatever they say won’t work.” 

“That’s right, Ray. We can be brothers. But if we can’t, we don’t mind either!” 

“Again, we have no interest in meeting your so–called big shot. He has no control over us!” 

After the crowd finished, a few grumpy ones were about to get up and leave. 

“Even if I come?” 

Suddenly, a voice came from the door. 

“Haha, f*ck you.” 

“It doesn’t f*cking matter who comes. 

The crowd replied bluntly without even turning their heads. 

“Shall I leave then?” 

The voice rang again behind the crowd. 

“I beg you to leave without stopping.” 

One of the young men replied with a cold snort. 

As soon as he spoke, a young man with short hair reached out and pulled his arm. 

“It… It… It’s Co… Co…” 

The young man with short hair widened his eyes as he looked at the door, stammering. “What the f*ck i

s wrong with you?” 

The young man frowned before looking toward the door. 
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“I should thank you for remembering me. 

“You’ve gone through a lot since I left. 

“I also owe you guys an apology.” 

Sean sighed and raised his glass. 

“Commander, we’re willing to ensure!” 

The crowd raised their glasses with earnest eyes. 

Sean’s eyes looked around. There were eighteen people, some of whom he could name, some 

of whom he was familiar with but did not know their names. 

However, he could see sincerity and seriousness in their eyes. 

Some of these people were single. Some had families and even children. 

However, they would be there as long as Sean needed them. 

“That’s alright. Let’s drink first.” 

Sean said no more and toasted the crowd. 

After three rounds of wine and five dishes, several people were slightly drunk. 



After the crowd got drunk, they relaxed and were more talkative. 

“Commander, we did not have to face the same danger as before after we were discharged from the ar

my. But this isn’t the life we want!” 

“We haven’t had an easy life since you left…” 

“Blaze is incompetent and a poor leader. All he does is promote his henchmen and send our brothers to 

their deaths. He doesn’t deserve the position!” 
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4 p.m. 

Andrew drove Sean to Parker Villa himself. 

Sean contacted Andrew to check Old Master Parker’s illness. 

After all, Andrew was nice to Sean. 

Since Sean had accepted Andrew’s offer, he had to solve Andrew’s problems, of course. 

It was unlike Sean not to pay back a favor. 

“Mr. Lennon, here we are.” 

Andrew stopped the car and quickly got out to open the door for Sean. 

“Mr. Parker, don’t mention it. 

“I’m not sure I can help.” 

Sean waved his hand slightly and warned Andrew first. 

“Mr. Lennon, I appreciate your willingness to help.” 

Andrew nodded. He had witnessed the whole thing yesterday when Sean carried out the special needle 

treatment. 

Even a master of medicine could not carry out such magical special needle treatment. 

Therefore, Andrew had great faith in Sean’s medical skills. 

“Let’s have a look first.” 

Sean nodded gently and walked into the villa with Andrew leading the way. 
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Many major hospitals offered them high salaries to hire them, but they refused. 

Only Joules Town’s business elites or top government officials could hire them. 

It was no exaggeration to say these people were the greatest in Joules Town’s medical industry. Therefo

re, Old Master Parker was polite to them. 

“Old Master.” 

Just then, Andrew stepped into the living room with Sean. 

“Drew’s back. Have a seat!” 

Old Master Parker immediately nodded and said with a smile. 

The others greeted Andrew too. 

As for Sean next to Andrew, the crowd had only glanced at him before withdrawing their gaze. 

They thought Sean was Andrew’s driver. 

Sean focused on Old Master Parker after walking in. 

He found that Old Master Parker wanted to raise his arm to greet Andrew when seeing them come in. 

However, his arm moved and somehow dropped again. 

People would think Old Master Parker did not welcome Sean here. 

However, Sean did not think so. He looked at Old Master Parker’s expression again and nodded thoughtf

ully. 

“Old Master, this is Mr. Lennon, the medical master I found for you. 

“His special needle treatment is amazing!” 

Andrew stepped forward and introduced Sean to Old Master Parker. 

“What?” 

The six or seven doctors around them froze and then looked at Sean doubtfully. 

‘A medical master at such a young age? 

‘From Andrew’s statement, Sean knows some special needle treatment.’ 



The crowd glanced at each other and saw disdain in each other’s eyes. 

It had taken them half a lifetime to achieve something in the medical industry. 

Since when could a kid in his 20s call himself a medical master and be their equal? 
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Sean nodded gently. 
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Sean nodded gently again. 

 was uninterested in Andrew’s 
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He would be treated as a VIP wherever he went. 

The people he usually met were top VIPS. He had no time to treat ordinary people. 

It was because appointments to have him treat you were ful! until half a month later. 

It was why people were so shocked. 

Because the Parker family was incapable of doing this yet. They had no idea how Anderson got Leonard 

Wester. 

“Dr. Wester! Please sit down. Please sit down quickly. 

“I’m not feeling well. Forgive me.” 



Old Master Parker also moved his body and wanted to stand up to greet him but could not. 

“It’s alright, Old Master Parker.” 

Leonard nodded gently. Accompanied by Anderson, he took the seat next to the main seat. 

The quirky–looking girl behind him eyed Sean with curiosity. 

It was because the whole living room was full of people over 40, and Sean was the only one in his 20s. 
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However, they did not expect Andrew to find such a young man. 

‘He’s probably not even 18.1 

“What’s the matter? You’re turning the guests away when they’re already here. 

“Is this how the Parker family treats their guests?” 

Andrew snorted coldly, his tone already a little impatient. 

“Each quest is different. 

“Guests like Dr. Wester are treated with courtesy by everyone in the Parker family. 

“But forget about the one you invited, Drew.” 

Anderson curled his lips slightly, making no effort to hide the disdain in his eyes. It 

was as if Sean was only a fraud who was here to scam out some reward money. 

Sean shook his head slightly and thought of leaving when he heard this.. 

However, he owed Andrew a debt of gratitude and had to repay it. 

Sean had always finished what he promised others. 
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Some patients developed the disease quickly. Some were treated with precision, which could delay it lon

ger. 

It was also why Old Master Parker could not stand up to greet Sean and Leonard when they arrived. 

His legs and arms had atrophied to the point of near immobility. 

Due to the Parker family’s wealth, they had been treating Old Master Parker. Besides that, they used a l

ot of expensive imported drugs. 

Otherwise, Old Master Parker could only lie on the bed and even have problems speaking. 

“Oh…” 

Hearing Leonard’s diagnosis, Andrew let out a small sigh. 

The faces of the other doctors and the girl darkened. 

A difficult disease like amyotrophic lateral sclerosis had virtually no cure. 

There was no cure for amyotrophic lateral sclerosis in the medical industry around the world. 

It could only be controlled with treatments that improve body function and delay the progression of the 

disease. 

However, even if delayed, it could not change the atrophy of the entire body muscle. You would end up l

iving a life worse than death. 
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After all, Old Master Parker was his biological father. 

Old Master Parker was very strict with Andrew when Andrew was a child. 

However, Andrew would not be as good as he was now if it was not for Old Master Parker’s teachings. 

Knowing there was no cure for Old Master Parker’s disease, you could imagine Andrew’s mood. 



“In your case, it will take two months at most to reach the worst.” 

Leonard pondered for two seconds before delivering his verdict. 

Once he finished speaking, Andrew and Anderson nodded gently. 

It was because those hospitals had also given them two months after the diagnosis. 

After two months, Old Master Parker’s illness would reach the most severe stage. His entire body’s musc

les would atrophy. Even eating and drinking would be difficult. 

Even if they could maintain him with nutrition drips, he would only have a few days to live. 

“Oh…” 

Old Master Parker had been pretending to be strong and could not help sighing at this point. 

“Dr. Wester, come up with another solution. I beg you!” 

 eyes widened, and he was about to beg 

“I can try. 
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 few 

 good enough! Six months 

 course, 
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 minimize 
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 doubted Leonard’s medical 
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“In your dreams.” 

Anderson rejected without hesitation. 

“We can’t casually disclose a prescription to others. 

“Don’t you know that rule?” 

The other doctors also looked disdainful. 

After all, it was true that people in the same line of work were competitors. 

They were competing with each other too. 

It was like a master teaching his apprentice would never tell him everything he knew. 

Even Leonard would not teach his apprentice everything he knew. 

How could he casually show others his prescription? 

Therefore, everyone sneered after Sean made the request. 

Sean was not only a liar but also a person who did not understand the ways of the world. He was still too

 young after all! 

“Mr. Lennon, do you have any doubts?” 

Andrew turned to look at Sean and asked quietly. 

 see if there was anything wrong with 

Sean spoke bluntly. 

 as soon as 
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 a moment, everyone in the living room was disgusted with 
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 Sean also curled her 
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was he 
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 at Sean 

 doubtfulness did not 

 a minor character like Sean was not even 

 he be upset about 

“Alright, you can look. 

 a good look at Dr. Wester’s 

 Leonard had spoken, Anderson sneered and handed the paper 

 


